MARCH SBDM MINUTES
Woodland Middle School
March 29, 2018
3:30 Library
Attendance: Jerry Cline, Laura Fuller, Allison Stacy-Schaefer, Amy Eads, Terrah Kelly, Tony Walden, Erin
Marlow, Kristin Niehues
Approval of Agenda and Minutes: Erin motioned, Allison seconded, approved by consensus.
Good News: Mr. Cline stated that we are seeing good growth in our spring MAP scores. The play
performance with WMS students and Scott students was very successful. It was discusses that WMS has
a new reward for PBIS to circulate more Cat’s Cash.
FRYSC Report: Ms. Niehues discussed the FRYSC’s job responsibilities with the committee. She stated
that WMS meets all of the requirements for her to continue to receive her grant. There will be a
banquet to honor Doug Pelfry and all the proceeds will go to the KCSD FRYSC’s. The seminar for defiant
students and their families was discussed as well as the Relatives raising Relatives program.
Old Business
CSIP Report: Mr. Cline reported that we are being very deliberate with our RTI in an attempt to reach
our gap goal. The math consultant held a math boot camp today and a math teacher is tutoring during
homeroom time and has offered to give up a planning as well. Questions were asked about next year’s
RTI and Mr. Cline stated that he was considering a couple of options but wanted more teacher input.
Budget Report: Mr. Cline stated that he wished to buy more technology with some of the remaining
budget. Mr. Cline discussed that he would be meeting soon with the school technology coordinator to
look at our technology needs.
Bylaw Review: A second reading of the following bylaws was approved by consensus: Teacher Election
Bylaw, Parent Election Bylaw, and Consensus Bylaw.
New Business
Staffing Allocation Plan: Mr. Cline presented the staff allocation plan. Ms. Ms. Stacy-Schaefer
motioned, Ms. Eads seconded, approved by consensus. Ms. Kelly voiced her concerns about some
students not getting encore classes. Mr. Cline agreed and stated that he was considering a lot of options
and wanted to continue to get input from staff when building a master schedule. The committee was in
agreement that encore classes were a concern. Mr. Cline stated that we will continue to use
triangulated data to make decisions for students. Ms. Stacy-Schaefer asked about an ISS position and
Mr. Cline stated that it is a position that can be considered.
PBIS Behavior Data: Mr. Campbell discussed recent behavior data with the committee. Mr. Cline
discussed the many interventions that were currently in place for some of the students. Ms. Jordan
brought up parent concerns about classes and behavior and also stated that WMS needs to report more
of the “good stuff” that’s going on. Ms. Kelly stated that she was concerned that the “good kids” were

not getting the rewards like field trips. Ms. Walden stated that she believed parents would be willing to
chaperone field trips.
Spring Board Survey: Mr. Cline stated that the ELA and math teachers are filling out surveys to
determine our building usage of Springboard and to help formulate our plan for implementation next
year.
The meeting adjourned at 5:08 and Mr. Campbell stated that he had writers cramp.

